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super interesting and moderately f***ed up story. loved it.. great game with mix element of simulation, visual novel but I still
think this game is too short with this price, I hope It will have much more contents than that :D. I have just bought this and I
have no idea what to do. There are no instructions and trying to do anything is a real pain, there are arrows pointing to things and
I don't know what I'm supposed to do. I can't recommend this at all. Perhaps I'm missing something... Wish I hadn't wasted my
money.. If your old enough to remember tape loading Centipede on the Atari or playing it on the Atari 2600. You will know the
basics here. Its faster, flasher and doesn't cost the earth. I persoanlly wish a carbon copy of the old verson was included with the
same speed as this current verson of Centipede.. this game is fun but 3-x made my fps go to poo poo land but that's my problem.
If this game didn't have deep systemic problems, more of the reviewers recommending it would be playing it. But the
matchmaking is dead, and that speaks volumes.

Here are some reasons why:
Random banks skew matchups far too drastically. It's a shame, because when this game works, in a fair matchup, it can be
glorious.

This game either needs a chip drafting stage before the game starts (adding to gameplay length, unfortunately), or it needs to let
you see the random bank and then pick your character (this is how the remaining fans currently run tournaments).

Also, the power level spread on the characters is far to wide. There are barely a handful of tournament-viable characters.

There are ample technical glitches, but the UI is totally slick. This IS the best way to play Puzzle Strike, from an interface
perspective.

In light of the game's issues, not a lot of people play it, so good luck finding opponents.. It was a pleasure to watch how one of
my fave game has been made. (Which is Journey. It is a rare gem everyone should have experience.) These developers are so
talented and in love of their passion, just seeing these restores my faith in humanity. It's not just about presenting games, this is
art and struggle of life itself. Kudos to these kind of renaissance people who try different things regardless of the fact that
ruthless industry surrounds them with same old bullshxt... There are valuable advice and wisdom in these documentary.I just
didn't like it is for rental (i accidentally bought that version) and won't stay permanent in my library.
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A cute litte story. Terrible English grammar with no concept of apostrophes, but it can be forgiven for that with its engaging
characters and well thought out decision consequences. The main gameplay element is waiting, and it can be tedious watching
the characters randomly wander the spacecraft. However when the dialogue trees appear, it's seldom obvious what the "correct"
course of action is. In fact, it seems you have to make carefully placed "wrong" decisions in order to rescue everyone.. A point
and click adventure game, not a bad one but it suffers from some minor translation problems. The dialog is all done through text
so you need to be prepared to actually read it to understand what your doing. Very much in the style of the original Monkey
Island, it is quite short however.. Before you buy, you must to know that this game is not for everybody's taste. This game is
heavily inspired by the old school shooters. This means fighting lots of enemies in tiny spaces. The game is very difficult even
on a normal difficulty level and extremely difficult on highest difficulty level. Probably you will not get all of the achievements
because of that. To properly destroy enemies you must use "weapon combos". Like stunning them with EMP, then pulling them
closer one to another with gravity grenade and finishing them with RPG or rail-gun. Because of this game mechanic, the game is
probably frustrating for more relaxed type of gamers. There is much easier and more friendly version of this game called "Hard
Reset Redux".
Like i said, this is a Dark Souls type of difficulty game. So, if you are not afraid to die, alot, and like to be challenged. You may
try this game.. Fun little indy game where you get many ideas for strategies and as you go up in the campaign you find that the
game only gets harder because they shorten the time you have to make decisions. Unfortunatly you can't undo a descision like in
Hero Achademy so if you do a mistake, you are stuck with it, even if it isn't the end of your turn.

Fun for a little while, but soon enough you find yourself getting bored, though it is interesting reading the stories sometimes..
This isn't a "game" as much as it is a money making device for the developers. It does not attempt to be fun... ever. It is
horrifyingly repetetive. It actively screws you over repeatedly. You will feel foolish every time you boot it up. They could've
taken their interesting Asian mythological/historical world and crafted a good story-based HOG from it and sold it for $10
apiece and people would've bought it. Instead it's this "free" game that desperately tries to trick you out of your money rather
than earn it.

EDIT: Apparently, this is no longer ftp but now costs $10. These devs have absolutely no shame. DISGRACEFUL!
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